Abstract. We propose a new discontinuous Galerkin Isogeometric Analysis (IgA) technique for the numerical solution of elliptic diffusion problems in computational domains decomposed into volumetric patches with non-matching interfaces. Due to an incorrect segmentation procedure, it may happen that the interfaces of adjacent subdomains don't coincide. In this way, gap regions, which are not present in the original physical domain, are created. In this paper, the gap region is considered as a subdomain of the decomposition of the computational domain and the gap boundary is taken as an interface between the gap and the subdomains. We apply a multi-patch approach and derive a subdomain variational formulation which includes interface continuity conditions and is consistent with the original variational formulation of the problem. The last formulation is further modified by deriving interface conditions without the presence of the solution in the gap. Finally, the solution of this modified problem is approximated by a special discontinuous Galerkin IgA technique. The ideas are illustrated on a model diffusion problem with discontinuous diffusion coefficients. We develop a rigorous theoretical framework for the proposed method clarifying the influence of the gap size onto the convergence rate of the method. The theoretical estimates are supported by numerical examples in two-and three-dimensional computational domains.
the IgA frame) and non-matching grids can be employed. Here we will heavily use the results from [18] in order to build up a stable dG IgA scheme for discretizing (1.1) on decompositions with non-matching interfaces where gaps can appear.
In the present case, we only deal with subdomains belonging to T H (Ω \ Ω g ). Thus, we need to set up an equivalent problem on Ω \ Ω g . We first apply a multi-patch approach on Ω l ∪ Ω r ∪ Ω g , and derive a variational formulation for (1.1) by performing integration by parts over every subdomain separately. Thereafter, under some regularity assumptions imposed on the weak solution of (1.1), the contributions of the volume integrals on Ω g are removed, and we construct an equivalent variational problem on T H (Ω \ Ω g ), where only the normal fluxes ∇u| Ωg · n ∂Ωg on ∂Ω g appear. However, the information that is provided by the original data of the problem does not help us to determine the fluxes ∇u| Ωg · n ∂Ωg explicitly. Thus, given the regularity of u in every Ω i , the normal flux terms ∇u g · n ∂Ωg are replaced by Taylor expansions using the known values of u of the neighboring subdomains of Ω g . In that way, we settle down with our variational problem, where its solution u is defined only on the subdomains belonging to T H (Ω \ Ω g ), which can consequently be approximated by the B-spline spaces. We utilize this last formulation, expressed on T H (Ω \ Ω g ), for deriving the discrete dG IgA formulation. As mentioned above, we cannot produce approximations to u g := u| Ωg , since the B-spline spaces are not defined on Ω g . The accuracy of the discrete solution is affected by the Taylor expansions, which depend on the gap distance d g , which characterizes the maximum distance of the diametrically opposite points on ∂Ω g . In fact, the Taylor expansions are playing the role of a bridge for the communication between the values of the adjacent subdomains, and will help to build up the numerical flux in the dG IgA method over the gap region. In this work, based on the results of our recent works [18, 16] , we are aiming at deriving an error estimate in the classical "broken" dG-norm . dG for derivation of the discrete solutions from the exact solution in terms of the mesh size h and the gap distance d g . In particular, we will show that, if the IgA space defined on subdomains Ω i has the approximation power h k and the gap distance is O(h k+   1 2 ) (that means that the flux approximation is of the order O(h k )), then we obtain optimal convergence rate for the error in the dG norm . dG . In the special case where the gap distance is O(h), we obtain a reduced discretization error of O(h 1 2 ). We lastly mention that several techniques have recently been investigated for coupling non-matching (or non-conforming) subdomains in some weak sense. In [26] and [22] , Nitsche's method have been applied to enforce weak coupling conditions along trimmed B-spline patches. In [2] , the most common techniques for weakly imposing the continuity on the interfaces have been applied and tested on nonlinear elasticity problems. The numerical tests have been performed on non-matching grid parametrizations. Furthermore, mortar methods have been developed in the IgA context utilizing different B-spline degrees for the Lagrange multiplier in [5] . The method has been used for performing numerical tests on decompositions with non-matching interface parametrizations.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, some notations, the weak form of the problem and the definition of the B-spline spaces are given. We further describe the gap region. In Section 3, we present the problem in Ω \ Ω g , the approximation of the normal fluxes on the ∂Ω g , and the dG IgA scheme. In the last part of this section, we estimate the remainder terms in the Taylor expansion. Section 4 is devoted to the derivation of the a priori error estimates. Finally, in Section 5, we present numerical tests for validating the theoretical results on two-and three-dimensional test problems. The paper closes with some conclusions in Section 6. . Let 1 ≤ p < ∞ be fixed and l be a non-negative integer. As usual, L p (Ω) denotes the Lebesgue spaces for which Ω |u(x)| p dx < ∞, endowed with the norm u L p (Ω) = Ω |u(x)| p dx 1 p , and W l,p (Ω) is the Sobolev space, which consists of the functions φ : Ω → R such that their weak derivatives D α φ with |α| ≤ l belong to L p (Ω). If φ ∈ W l,p (Ω), then its norm is defined by
Preliminaries, dG
for 1 ≤ p < ∞ and p = ∞, respectively. We refer to [1] for more details about Sobolev spaces. We end this section by recalling Hölder's and Young's inequalities: for any ǫ, 0 < ǫ < ∞, and 1 ≤ p, q ≤ ∞ such that
2.1. Weak formulation. The weak formulation of the boundary value problem (1.1) reads as follows: for given source function f ∈ L 2 (Ω) and Dirichlet data u D ∈ W 1 2 ,2 (∂Ω), find a function u ∈ W 1,2 (Ω) such that u = u D on ∂Ω and satisfies the variational identity
where the bilinear form a(·, ·) and the linear form l f (·) are defined by
respectively. Since we assume that the diffusion coefficient ρ ∈ L ∞ (Ω) and uniformly positive (later we will specify this assumption for multi-patch domains), the Lax-Milgram Lemma immediately yields existence and uniqueness of the solution u of our model diffusion problem (2.2). For simplicity, we only consider non-homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions on ∂Ω. However, the analysis presented in our paper can easily be generalized to other constellations of boundary conditions which ensure existence and uniqueness such as Robin or mixed boundary conditions.
For developing of the convergence analysis of the dG IgA method, that we are going to propose on subdomain decompositions with gap regions, we assume that the domain Ω ⊂ R d consists of two subdomains Ω 1 and Ω 2 with common interface F , i.e.,
For this decomposition, we use the notation
, and define the space
where l ≥ 0 is an integer and 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ is real number. For the solution, we consider the following regularity assumption. Assumption 1. We allow the diffusion coefficient ρ to be positive and patch-wise constant, i.e., ρ = ρ i = const. > 0 in Ω i for i = 1, 2. We assume that the solution u of (2.2) belongs to
. In what follows, positive constants c and C appearing in inequalities are generic constants which do not depend on the mesh-size h. In many cases, we will indicate on what may the constants depend for an easier understanding of the proofs. Frequently, we will write a ∼ b meaning that c a ≤ b ≤ C a.
2.2.
Incorrect segmentation and non-matching parametrizations. Let us suppose for the time being that we have constructed the B-spline (or NURBS) parametric space (see next Subsection), and we start the segmentation procedure in order to calculate the control point net for every Ω i , i = 1, 2. Given the control net and the B-spline space we consider each of Ω i , i = 1, 2 as the image, of a Bspline parametrization mapping. For reasons that we will see below, we denote the two images Ω l and Ω r correspondingly. The domain Ω can be consequently described by means of Ω l and Ω r . Despite the superior properties of B-spline spaces, in several cases, as for example when Ω i , i = 1, 2 differ topologically a lot by a cube, the previous geometric B-spline parametrizations can lead us to noncompatible parametrizations of the common interface. This means that the parametrizations of the common interface of the adjusting subdomains are not identical, see, e.g., [12] . We will call this situation a non-matching interface parametrization. The result of this phenomenon is the creation of overlapping subdomains or gap regions between Ω l and Ω r . Here we are interested in the later case. For the purposes of this paper, it suffices to consider the case where only one gap region, say Ω g , exists between Ω l and Ω r , and either Ω l ⊂ Ω 1 or Ω r ⊂ Ω 2 . As an immediate result we have that Ω = Ω l ∪ Ω g ∪ Ω r , see an illustration in Fig. 1(c) . In what follows, we will call Ω l and Ω r parametrized subdomains or simply subdomains, if there is no chance of confusion with Ω i , i = 1, 2. We denote by T H (Ω \ Ω g ) = {Ω l , Ω r }.
B-spline spaces.
In this section, we briefly present the B-spline spaces and the form of the B-spline parametrizations for the physical subdomains. For a more detailed presentation we refer to [6] , [7] , [27] .
Let us consider the unit cube Ω = (0, 1) d ⊂ R d , which we will refer to as the parametric domain and let Ω = N i=1 Ω i , with Ω i ∩ Ω j = ∅, for i = j be a decomposition of Ω. Let the integers k, i = 1, ..., N and n ι , ι = 1, ..., d denote the given B-spline degree, the corresponding physical i − th subdomain, and the number of basis functions of the B-spline space that will be constructed in x ι -direction. We introduce the d−dimensional vector of knots
, with the particular components given by Ξ
in Ω, whereÊ m are the micro elements and h i is the mesh size, which is defined as follows. Given a micro elementÊ m ∈ T 
nι,ι (x ι )} using the Cox-de Boor recursion formula, see details in [6] , [7] . On the mesh T
, we define the multivariate B-spline space,B Ξ d i ,k , to be the tensor-product of the corresponding univariate B Ξ ι i ,k spaces. Accordingly, the B-spline functions ofB Ξ d i ,k are defined by the tensor-product of the univariate B-spline basis functions, that iŝ
where eachB
Finally, having the B-spline spaces and the B-spline control points C (i) j , we can represent each subdomain Ω i , i = 1, ..., N by the parametric mapping
i (x), cf. [6] . We construct a mesh T 
hi,Ωi , we denote its support extension by D
(i)
E , where the support extension is defined to be the interior of the set formed by the union of the supports of all B-spline functions whose supports intersects E.
For i = 1, ..., N , we construct the B-spline space
The global B-spline space V h with components on every B Ξ d i ,k is defined by
We refer the reader to [6] for more information about the meaning of the knot vectors in CAD and IgA.
Remark 2.1. The B-spline spaces presented above are referred to the general case of N subdomains. In this paper, for the sake of simplicity, we assume that we have N = 2. The mappings in (2.8) produce (and are referred to) matching interface parametrizations. Throughout the paper it is understood that we study the case where the mappings in (2.8) produce non-matching interface parametrizations and a gap region appears between the adjacent subdomains, see Section 2.2.
Assumption 3. We assume that k ≥ l, cf. Assumption 1.
The gap region.
Let us now suppose that Φ l : Ω → Ω l and Φ r : Ω → Ω r are two parametrization mappings that give a non-matching interface parametrization. Let Ω g , be the gap region between Ω l and Ω r and let us consider that ∂Ω g = F l ∪ F r with F l ⊂ ∂Ω l and F r ⊂ ∂Ω r , see Figs. 1(a) and 1(c). We further assume that there is a h 0 such that which implies that F l := F , see (2.4) . For simplicity, F l is considered to be a simple region, and it can be described as the set of points (x, y, z) satisfying
where y M is a fixed real number and ψ i with i = 1, 2 are given continuous functions. An illustration is shown in Fig. 1 (b). Our next goal is to assign the points x l ∈ F l to the points of the other face x r ∈ F r , in order to build up later the numerical flux function. The assignment between the opposite points is achieved by considering F r as a graph of a B-spline function ζ 0 (x l,1 , x l,2 ). In particular, having the description (2.12) for F l with unit normal vector n F l = (0, 0, 1), we construct a parametrization Φ l,r : F l → F r for F r of the form
or more analytically F r = {x r : (x r,1 = x l,1 , x r,2 = x l,2 , x r,3 = x l,3 + ζ 0 (x l ))}, (2.14) where the B-spline ζ 0 function is determined by Φ r | Fr . We define the corresponding mapping Φ r,l : F r → F l to be the projection of the F r graph onto xy−plane, that is
We will see later that the parametrization mapping (2.15) simplifies the analysis and is convenient for performing the numerical tests.
Remark 2.2. One could consider a mapping Φ r,l : F r → F l having the same form as the mapping Φ l,r , e.g. Φ r,l = x r +ζ 0 (x r )n Fr := x * l ∈ F l , where n Fr is the normal vector on F r inward to Ω g . In this case, the point x * l is different (in general) from the original point x l = x r − ζ 0 (x l )n F l used in (2.13) and this seems to make the analysis more complicated. This is because, when we will construct later the numerical flux on F l and on F r , we have to take into account two different assignments of the diametrically opposite points x l and x r . As we will see later using a parametrization mapping as in (2.15) simplifies a lot the analysis and helps on an easy materialization of the method. We note further, that we have to take into account the two corresponding outward normals, i.e., the n F l on F l and n Fr on F r . The consideration of the general (real) vector n Fr on F r , causes rather further technical difficulties in the numerical computations. Since we are intending to develop a method that can be easily materialized for practical applications and having in our mind a small gap regions, see few lines below (2.18), we suppose that the angle formed between n F l and −n Fr is almost zero, that is cos ∢(n F l , −n Fr ) ≈ 1.
We finally characterize the points which belong in the interval [x l , x r ]. To this end, for every x l ∈ F l we construct a C 1 one-to-one map γ
The function γ x l help us to quantify the size of the gap by introducing the gap distance defined by
Of special interest in our analysis are gap regions whose distance decreases polynomially in h.
Assumption 4. We assume that for any h ≤ h 0 , see (2.11), holds
Finally, based on the previous properties of the shape of Ω g , without loss of generality, we can assume that the parametrization Φ l,r in (2.13) has the form
where ζ is a B-spline and ζ L ∞ = 1. In Section 5 Numerical tests, we give explicitly the form of the mapping Φ l,r .
2.4.1. Properties of the parametrization mappings. Let us denote by DΦ l,r (x l ) the Jacobian matrix of Φ l,r (x l ) evaluated at x l = (x l,1 , x l,2 , x l,3 ) ∈ F l and by D ⊤ Φ l,r (x l ) its transpose. By an application of the chain rule we can verify that
If u is a function defined on the parametrized surface F r then holds
is the norm of the outward normal vector on F r .
2.5. Jumps and . dG . For the face F i , i = l, r, let n Fi be its unit normal vector towards Ω g . For a smooth function φ defined on Ω, we define its interface averages and the jumps as
Based on Assumption 1, we can infer that the exact solution satisfies, see [18] ,
To proceed to our analysis, we need to define the broken dG-norm, . dG . For v ∈ V + V h , we define
Next, we show that the values of the exact solution u on the opposite assigned points will coincide as
Proposition 2.1. Let the Assumption 1 and (2.18) hold true. For x l ∈ F l , let x r ∈ F r be its corresponding assigned point. Then for φ ∈ D(Ω) we have
Proof. By Assumption 1 it follows that (2.26)
Henceforth, applying (2.1), in (2.26) we get the estimate
that proves (2.25).
3. The problem on Ω \ Ω g . The next goal is to derive a variational problem in Ω \ Ω g , such that its (unique) solution on the subdomains Ω i , i = l, r coincides with the solution of (2.2). The bilinear form of this problem will be determined by taking into account the normal fluxes on ∂Ω g . Finally, the problem will be discretized by dG IgA methods. The main importance is to devise appropriate numerical fluxes, which will use the diametrically opposite assigned values of ∇u and u on ∂Ω g .
Recall that Ω = Ω l ∪ Ω g ∪ Ω r . Now, multiplying (1.1) by a φ ∈ C ∞ 0 (Ω), integrating on every Ω i separately, then performing integration by parts, and finally summing over all Ω i , i = l, g, r, we get (3.1)
Applying the equality ρ∇uφ = {ρ∇u} φ + ρ∇u {φ} in (3.1), and using ρ∇u · n ∂Ωg {φ} dσ = 0, we obtain
where we applied an integration by parts formula on Ω g and used
Evidently, solution u of (2.2) satisfies (3.3) under Assumption 1.
Let
We introduce the space
By the preceding analysis, we settle down the following problem:
where the forms are defined by
Since f ∈ L 2 (Ω) and ρ∇u g · n ∂Ωg ∈ L 2 (∂Ω g ), Lax-Milgram Lemma ensures that problem (3.5) has a unique solution. Note that, for this case, the solution u of (2.2) satisfies problem (3.5). Therefore,û coincides with u.
We return to the relation (3.3), which will be the basis for the definition of the numerical scheme. The normal flux terms ∇u g ·n ∂Ωg , which appear in (3.3), e.g.,
n F l φ dσ, are still unknown, in the sense that their values are not predefined for an explicit use in the computations. Next, Taylor expansions are used for approximating these normal fluxes.
Remark 3.1. To check consistency properties, we replace in (3.3) the φ by φ h ∈ V h and integrate by parts on each Ω i , i = l, r to get
3.1. Approximating the normal fluxes ∇u g · n ∂Ωg . Our goal in the present paragraph is to use Taylor theorem for constructing approximations of ρ g ∇u g · n ∂Ωg | ∂Ωg . The central idea is to apply the Taylor theorem along the lines γ x l (or γ xr ), see (2.16), emanating from x l (or x r ) and heading in the direction of the diametrically opposite point x r (or x l correspondingly). In that way, we produce approximations of ρ g ∇u g · n ∂Ωg | ∂Ωg using u l and u r .
We recall the following Taylor's formula with integral remainder, for f ∈ C m ([0, 1])
Let us suppose for the moment that u ∈ C m (Ω). As usual, let
. By chain rule we can obtain
Combining (3.9) and (3.10), we obtain
where R m u(x l ) is the m − th order remainder term defined by
Now, we use (3.12) to approximate the flux terms ∇u g · n F l in (3.3). Denoting r l = x r − x l and r r = −r l , by (2.19) we conclude that n F l = r l |r l | and n Fr = rr |rr| . Using that 0 = u | F l = (u l (x l ) − u g (x l )) and (3.12), we have
and we can find that
Next, we adopt the notations
For φ h ∈ V h , it follows by (3.14) that (3.15)
Using that ρ∇u | Fi = 0 for i = l, r, the assumption that cos ∢(n F
Remark 3.2. We point out that in general holds n Fr | Fr = −n F l and based on (2.20) and (2.21), we get
where J is the norm of the outward normal vector on the image of Φ l,r . However, for this general case, we have the following estimate for the fluxes in the directions −n F l and n Fr . Proposition 3.1. Let the assumptions (2.12), (2.18) and (2.19) concerning the shape of Ω g and the parametrization of F r hold. Then there exist positive constant
Proof. Let us denote ζ 0 (x l ) = d g ζ(x l ). It follows from the form of the parametrization Φ l,r that
+ 1 is the norm of the outward normal vector on the image of Φ l,r . Since 1 ≤ J, we can show that
, and then it follows that
Now, applying inequality (2.1) on the left hand side of (3.17) and using (3.18), the desired result easily follows.
Proposition 3.2. Let the points x l0 on F l and the corresponding x r0 = Φ l,r (x l0 ) such that |x l0 − x r0 | = d g . Then for any x l ∈ F l and x r = Φ l,r (x l ), see Fig. 2 , there is a constant C = C(|F l |, |F r |) such that 
where the notation for the Taylor remainders is the same as in previous paragraph. We observe that the terms appearing in (3.20) are the terms that are expected to be appear in a dG scheme, of course, excluding the Taylor remainder terms. In view of this, we define the forms B \Ωg (·, ·) :
We note that, the remainder integral terms R Ωg should appear in (3.20) . For establishing the dG IgA discrete problem, we prefer the absence of these terms in the discrete form. Also, we wish the weak enforcement of the Dirichlet boundary conditions. Thus, for defining the dG IgA scheme, we use the forms in (3.21) and introduce the bilinear form B h (·, ·) : V h × V h → R and the linear form F h : V h → R as follows
We consider the discrete problem: Find u h ∈ V h such that
An immediate result is that, for the exact solution u ∈ V , the variational identity
holds. Next we show several results that are going to be used in the error analysis.
Lemma 3.3. Let
. Then there exist a constant C ≥ 0 independent of h such that the estimate
Proof. The lemma is proven in [18] .
. Then there is a constant C ≥ 0 independent of h such that the estimate
Proof. We first give a bound for the normal flux terms on ∂Ω l . A direct application of Lemma 5.2 in [18] gives
Let J be the norm of the outward normal vector on the image of Φ l,r . For the flux terms on F l , the triangle and (2.1) inequalities yield (3.29)
where the estimate (3.26) and relations (2.21) have been used. The flux terms of B h (·, ·), which appear on F r can be bound in a similar way. As a last step, we need to bound the jump terms in B h (·, ·). Following similar procedure as in (3.29), we can show i=l,r Ωi
Finally, collecting all the above bounds we can deduce assertion (3.27) . Now, we prove that the discrete problem (3.24) has unique solution. Lemma 3.5. The bilinear form B h (·, ·) in (3.22) is bounded and elliptic on V h , i.e., there are positive constants C M and C m such that the estimates
Proof. The two properties of B h (·, ·) can be shown following the same procedure as in Lemma 3.4 and mimic the proofs of Lemma 4.5 and Lemma 4.6 in [18] . Thus, the details are omitted.
Since B h (., .) is bounded and elliptic in V h , we can apply the Lax-Milgram theorem to conclude that the problem (3.24) has a unique solution.
One of the most important properties of the dG discretization is its consistency. This ensures that the "right" equations are solved. Consistency yields Galerkin orthogonality. Here, the solution u satisfies (3.25) but does not satisfy the discrete problem (3.24). We derive the error analysis borrowing ideas from the weak consistent FE methods, [9] . We start with the derivation of uniform bounds for the R Ωg (u, φ h ) terms.
Estimates of the remainder terms.
We proceed by deriving estimates for general order Taylor remainder terms, see (3.12) . We have the following estimate.
Lemma 3.6. For (u, φ h ) ∈ V × V h , and for i = l, r there is a positive constant C, such that 
Proof. Following the same arguments as in estimate (3.29), we can show that
Proof. We set
. We fix an edge e l ⊂ F l such that e l ⊂ ∂E l , where the
touches F l . We note that Assumption 2 gives e l ∼ h d−1 . Inequality (2.1) yields
Using the discrete inequalities (3.26), we obtain that
It remains to estimate the second term in (3.35) on every e l . By the change of variables z = x r +s(x l −x r ), we have that
Remark 3.3. The previous relations have been given for a general gap region. For the gaps described in Subsection 2.4, see Fig. 1 , the relations (3.37) take the form
and it can be verified that det
Now, let z be any point in the interval (x l , x r ). Moreover, let x l0 and x r0 = Φ l,r (x l0 ) be as in Proposition 3.2. Then we can deduce that
Now, since the parameter s varies between 0 and 1, the variable z also runs in the region E g ⊂ Ω g with Fig. 1(c) . Describing the domain with respect to (z, s) variables, the range of s is defined to be such that the ω(z, s) := (z − x r ) 1 s + x r , should remain in e l . Using (3.37), (3.38) and the fact that that diameter(e l ) ∼ h the new variables satisfy
where the constant C θ > 0 depends on the quasi-uniformity properties of the meshes, see Assumption 2, and C Ωg > 0 on the shape of Ω g . Thus, by the change of the order of integration and by the change of variable on the second term in (3.35), we get 
Finally, inserting (3.36) and (3.40) into (3.35), and then summing over all e l ⊂ F l , we obtain
Using the fact that the f (x) = (η 0 α x + η 0 β x ) 1 x , η 0 > 0, x > 2 is decreasing, we have the inequality
We insert (3.42) into (3.41), and then we deduce (3.34).
Error estimates.
Next, we give an error estimate by means of a variation of Cea's Lemma applied in dG frame. We use the estimate for |R Ωg (u, φ h )| as is given in (3.44). The linearity of the B h (·, ·), see (3.22) and (3.21) , and the discrete variational form (3.24) yield
Using (3.21), (3.22) , (3.23) and (3.25), we get
We choose in (4.2) φ h = u h − z h . Then, Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 3.4 imply
where we previously used the estimate (3.44) and
. Applying triangle inequality in (4.3), we can easily arrive at the following estimate
where the constant C is specified by the constants appearing in (4.3). Now, we can prove the main error estimate result of the section. Such an estimate requires quasiinterpolation estimates of B-splines. By the results of multidimensional B-spline interpolation, (see [27] and [18] ), we can construct a quasi-interpolant Π : W l,p → V h with l ≥ 1, p > 1, such that the following interpolation estimates to be true.
. Then for i = l, r, there exist constants C i such that
Proof. The proofs are given in [18] for the general case of non-matching grids. Lemma 4.2. Let u satisfy Assumption 1. Then, there exist constants C i > 0 with i = l, r independent of the grid sizes h such that
Proof. We show first an estimate for E ∈ T (i) h,Ωi for i = l, r. We associate with each E ∈ T
E of the B-splines, see Subsection 2.3. By the properties of the quasi-interpolant Π we have the estimate, see [18] ,
We quote below an inequality which holds for f satisfying Assumption 1 and has been shown in [18] ,
Setting f := ∇u − ∇Πu in (4.8), summing over all micro-elements and applying the approximation estimate (4.7), we obtain that
It remains to estimate the jump terms in dG-norm. We apply (4.5b) and get
Recalling the definition of . dG , combining the estimates (4.9) and (4.10) we can derive (4.6). Theorem 4.3. Let u be the solution of problem (3.25), u h be the corresponding dG IgA solution of problem (3.24), and let d g = h λ with λ ≥ 1. Then the error estimate
) and the positive constants C i are the same as in (4.6) Proof. The required estimate follows easily by introducing the quasi-interpolation estimates (4.5a) and (4.6) into estimate (4.4).
B-spline degree k = 2 Smooth solutions, u ∈ W l>3,p=2 Table 2 The values of the order β of the remainder terms estimates and the B-spline approximation order. Table 3 The expected values of the rates r for the example with low regularity solution. (1, 0.8) Table 1 The control points for the mappings Φ i , i = l, r.
Numerical tests.
We have performed several numerical tests in order to confirm the theoretically predicted order of accuracy for the dG IgA scheme proposed in (3.22) . We will discuss two-and three-dimensional test examples. All tests have been performed in G+SMO 1 , which is a generic objectoriented C++ library for IgA computations, see also [13, 17] . We have used second order (k = 2) B-spline spaces for all tests. Every example has been solved applying several mesh refinement steps with h i , h i+1 , ..., satisfying Assumption 2. The numerical convergence rates r have been computed by the ratio r = ln(e i /e i+1 )/ln(h i /h i+1 ), i = 1, 2, ..., where the error e i := u − u h dG is always computed on the meshes T
hi,Ωr . We mention that, in the test cases with highly smooth solutions, i.e., k + 1 ≤ l, the approximation order in (4.11)
The code that has been materialized for performing the tests uses unidirectional Taylor expansions, see (2.15), Remark 3.2 and Remark 3.3. The predicted values of power β in (4.11) are given in Table 2 .
For the two dimensional examples, we use the knot vectors Ξ 1 i = Ξ 2 i := {0, 0, 0, 0.5, 0.5, 1, 1, 1}, with i = l, r, to define the parametric mesh and to construct the corresponding second order B-spline space, see (2.6). The B-spline parametrizations of Ω l and Ω r , see (2.8), are constructed using the control points which are listed in Table 1 . In any test case, the gap region is artificially created by moving all control points of the second subdomain which have the form (0, ξ), where 0 < ξ < 1, in the direction (1, 0), For all tests, the parametric mapping in (2.19) has the form Φ l,r (x 1 , x 2 ) = (x 1 , x 2 ) + d g 4x 2 (1 − x 2 )(1, 0).
Two-dimensional numerical examples.
Example 1. The domain Ω with the subdomains Ω l , Ω r and Ω g are shown in Fig. 3(a) . The Dirichlet boundary condition and the right hand side f are determined by the exact solution u(x 1 , x 2 ) = sin(5πx 1 ) sin(4πx 2 ). In this example, we consider the homogeneous diffusion case, i.e., ρ l = ρ r = 1, and the left interface is given by F l = {(x l,1 , x l,2 ) : x l,1 = 0, 0 ≤ x l,2 ≤ 1}, see Fig. 3(a) . We performed two computations. In the first computation, the size of d g was successively defined to be O(h λ ), with λ = 1, 2 and 3. The numerical convergence rates for several levels of mesh refinement are plotted in Fig. 3(b) . They are in good agreement with our theoretically predicted estimates given in Theorem 4.3, see also Table 2 . In the second computation, we progressively decrease the size of d g when we are performing the computation on successively refined meshes. In Fig. 3(c) , we present the corresponding convergence rates r. For the first meshes, we set d g = h, and the rates are r = 0.5, for the next, we set d g = h 2 and the rates are increased to r = 1.5, behaving according to the rates predicted by the theory. Finally, for the last refinement levels, we set d g = h 3 , and the rates become optimal having similar behavior as in Fig. 3(b) . Example 2. We consider the problem with discontinuous coefficient, i.e., we set ρ 1 = 4π in Ω 1 and ρ 2 = 1 in Ω 2 . The domain Ω is presented in Fig. 3(a) , where the interface F is the x 2 -axis. The solution is given by the formula The boundary conditions and the source function f are determined by (5.1). Note that in this test case, we have u | F = 0 as well ρ∇u | F = 0 for the normal flux on F . The contours of the exact solution on the domain Ω are presented in Fig. 4(a) . The problem has been solved on meshes refined following a sequential process, where we set d g = h λ , with λ = 1, 2 and 3. Thus for every computation the gap boundary is formed by the choice of h and λ. In Fig. 4(b) , we plot the u h solution on Ω \ Ω g computed on a grid with h = 0.125 and d g = 0.1. The computed rates are presented in Fig. 4(c) . For the cases where λ = 1 and λ = 2, we observe that the values of the rates behave according to the predicted rates, see (4.11) . The error corresponding to the d g = h 3 test case (dashed dot line) on the first refinements appears to decay slower than it was expected, but finally on the last refinement levels tends to take the optimal value, which has predicted by the theory. By this example we validate numerically the predicted convergence rates for problems with discontinuous coefficient and smooth solutions.
Example 3. This example consists of problem with low regularity solution, i.e., u(
, with γ = 1, 1.5 and 2, see also [18] and [17] . The computational domain is the same as in the previous examples. The source function f and u D are manufactured by the exact solution. The diffusion coefficient has been defined to be ρ = 1 everywhere. Fig. 5(a) shows the contours of u h using the values γ = 1 and d g = 0.1. By this example, we demonstrate the ability of the proposed method to approximate the solution singularities located on the interface of the subdomains with the expected accuracy. We emphasize that the convergence rate is specified by both, the regularity of the solution and the size of the gap. Table 3 displays the expected rates r for several values of the parameters γ and λ. Hence, for validation, we have computed the convergence rates of varying size d g = h λ and for several values of γ, which specifies the regularity of the solution, see Table 3 . In Fig. 5(b) , we plot the convergence rates for γ = 1 and λ = 1, 2 and 3. We observe that the rates computed on the last level meshes for λ = 2 and λ = 3 confirm the theoretically predicted rates, see Table 3 . On the other hand, the rates corresponding to the case λ = 1 are little higher than the expected. We observe same behavior for the rates plotted in Fig. 5 (c) and in Fig. 5(d) , which are related to the cases γ = 1.5 and γ = 2. The rates corresponding to λ = 2 and λ = 3 are approaching the optimal rates and are in agreement with the theoretical rates. But the rates for λ = 1 are higher. However, this result can be explained by the "quadratic properties" of the solution on ∂Ω g . More precisely, the expected rate r = 0.5 is coming from the estimate of the first remainder term, see first term in the right hand side in (3.14b) and (3.32). Setting d g = h in the first term in the right hand side in (3.14b), we get a "continuous quadratic" flux term, whose discrete (second order) analogue term appears in the dG numerical flux formula, see (3.25) . In other words, the "quadratic" remainder flux term is implicitly approximated through the numerical flux by second order B-spline space. Hence, the resulting error of the first remainder term, the bound of which is related to the second term in the formula of β in Theorem 4.3, seems to be very weak. The rate that we found is approaching the value r = 1 and is the expected value according to the first and third term of the formula of β, see Theorem 4.3.
We also study the convergence rates for γ = 0.42 and γ = 0.38 which lead to solutions u belonging to W 2,1.26 (Ω) and W 2,1.23 (Ω), respectively. The convergence rates are plotted in Fig. 5 (e) and in in Fig.  5(f) , correspondingly. Here, the suboptimal behavior of the rates can be seen for all λ cases. Again for the case λ = 1, the rates are little higher than the expected ones, see first two rows in Table 3 . Considering λ = 2 and λ = 3, the rates are determined by the regularity of the solution, because the approximation error is of lower order compared to the estimates of the Taylor terms R Ωg , see the orders δ Π (l, p, d) and β in (4.11). The rates presented in the graphs in Fig. 5 (e) and in Fig. 5(f) , follow the error bound O(h δΠ ) given in (4.11) and in Table 3 .
Three-dimensional numerical examples.
In the three-dimensional tests, the domain Ω has been constructed by a straight prolongation to the x 3 -direction of the previous two-dimensional domain. The knot vector in x 3 -direction is the same as in the other directions, this means Ξ Table 1 . The third component takes the following values {0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1}. Again, the gap region is artificially constructed by moving only the interior control points located at the x 2 x 3 -plane into the x 1 -direction.
Example 4. Although the first 3d example is a simple extension of the previous two dimensional Example 2, it is still interesting to check the numerical rates. The exact solution is given by (5.1) and the set up of the problem is illustrated in Fig. 6 . The interface F is the x 2 x 3 -plane. In Fig. 6(a) , we can see the contours of the solution u h on both subdomains without having a gap region. Note that the contours resemble the two-dimensional contours along any slice x 3 = constant. In Fig. 6(b) , we plot the contours of the solution u h resulting from the solution of the problem in case of having a gap region with d g = 0.1. We can clearly observe the similarities of the contours in Fig. 4(b) and in Fig. 6(b) . Also, in Fig. 6(b) , we show the shape of the gap as it appears on an oblique cut of the domain Ω. We have computed the convergence rates for the three different values of λ. The results of the computed rates are plotted in Fig. 6(c) . We observe that all the rates are in agreement with the predicted rates by the theory and are similar to the rates of the two-dimensional test Example 2, see Fig. 4(c) .
Example 5, Φ-shape gap. For the second numerical test example, the domain Ω is the same as in previous example with the subdomain interface F to be the x 2 x 3 -plane, see Figs. 6(a) and 7(a). We consider a manufactured problem, where the solution is u(x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) = u 1 := sin(π(x 1 + x 2 )) if (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) ∈ Ω 1 , u 2 := sin(π(4x 1 + x 2 )) if (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) ∈ Ω 2 , (5.2) and the diffusion coefficient is defined to be ρ 1 = 4 and ρ 2 = 1. We note that, for this test case, we have u | F = ρ∇u | F = 0. Here, we artificially created the gap region such that Ω g ∩ Ω 1 = ∅, and consequently for the left gap boundary F l , we get F l = F . In particular, in all computations for this example, the two gap parts belonging to Ω 1 and Ω 2 are symmetric with respect to the original interface F . In Fig. 7(b) , we can see the gap shape for d g = 2 · 0.0625. The contours of the solution u h computed on a decomposition with d g = 0 and d g = 2 · 0.0625 are presented in Fig. 7 (a) and in Fig. 7(b) , respectively. We have computed the convergence rates r for the three different sizes d g , i.e., d g = h λ with λ = 1 , λ = 2 and λ = 3. We plot our results in Fig. 7(c) . We observe that the rates are approaching the expected values that have been mentioned in Table 2 . Furthermore, we note that, for the case d g = h, the rate tends to become 0.5 and is in agreement with the rate predicted by the theory, see Table 2 and Theorem 4.3. Therefore, in this example, the rates follow the same behavior as in the previous 3d example and do not follow the behavior of the two-dimensional low regularity test case, see Fig. 5 .
6. Conclusion and outlook. In this article, we have developed and analyzed dG IgA methods for discretizing linear, second-order elliptic boundary value problems on volumetric patch decompositions with non-matching interface parametrizations, which include gap regions between the adjacent subdomains (patches). Starting from the original weak formulation, we derived a consistent variational problem on a decomposition without including the gap region. The unknown normal fluxes on the gap boundary were approximated via Taylor expansions. These approximations were adapted to the proposed dG IgA scheme, and the communication of the discrete solution of the adjacent subdomains was ensured. A priori error estimates in the dG-norm . dG were shown in terms of the mesh-size h and the gap distance d g . The estimates were confirmed by solving several two-and three-dimensional test problems with known exact solutions.
The techniques presented here for linking the diametrically opposite points on the gap boundary can be used for a wide variety of other problems with different gap shapes. The only information, which is required, is the construction of parametrization between the opposite gap boundary parts. This parametrization can be used in conjunction with the Taylor expansions to derive approximations of the normal fluxes on the gap boundary and then to incorporate the numerical fluxes into the dG IgA scheme. From a practical point of view, it would be valuable to derive a posteriori error estimates with computable upper bounds, see, e.g., [28, 24, 15] . Fast generation techniques for the IgA system matrix and fast parallel solvers for large-scale systems of dG IgA equations are certainly other hot research topics. Fast generation techniques can be developed on the basis of low-rank tensor approximations as proposed in [20] . Efficient solvers can certainly be constructed on the basis of multigrid, multilevel, and domain decomposition methods. In particular, IETI-DP methods, introduced in [14] and analysed in [10] , see also [4, 19] for related BDDC methods, seem to be well suited for the parallel solution of dG IgA equations including the dG IgA schemes studied in this paper.
